HCHS School Supply List

- Bible - *King James Version* with cross-references
- Psalter – your name imprinted, in good condition (You may order a new one at the office if necessary.)
- Organization System with note-taking ability - Trapper™ or Three ring binder w/ folders, eg.
- Wide-rule notebook paper (NOT college-ruled)
- For Mr. Vermeer’s math classes, a spiral notebook with at least 150 sheets (preferably college rule) that will only be used for math is required.
- Pens: black, blue, red
- Sharpie® fine point or Expresso® extra-fine point black marker
- Pencils: #2 lead
- Eraser
- Highlighting markers
- Artist-quality pencil crayons
- Scissors
- Compass & Protractor
- Ruler with metric units as well as inches
- Calculator – Students taking Algebra II & beyond will be required to purchase a TI-83+ or TI-84+ Graphing Calculator. A standard scientific calculator is sufficient for Geometry. (Your freshman year – it is better that you NOT have a graphing calculator)
- PE Shirts ($6) & Shorts ($13) – All students in physical education courses are required to purchase and wear our standard issue PE clothing. We recommend that students purchase 2 of each. The "boxes" on the clothing are for writing your name. Used clothing in good condition from older siblings is permitted.

⇒ Be advised, students will be required to make other purchases from the office throughout the school year as the need arises, such as workbooks.